
WEEK 5
Week 5 was a hot one with triple digit weather outside

and heated competition over the chessboard!

Glen Rock Summer Camp

Before breaking into groups for
morning lessons, campers and
coaches warmed up with three
rounds of Circle of Doom. This week’s
winners were Ethan and Evelyn,
although Noah just narrowly missed
out.



After circle of doom, campers broke into their chess groups for
morning lessons, where they analyzed grandmaster games, their
own games from the afternoon tournament, solved puzzles, and

more. The winners for best-in-group were: Harlan for Coach
Sean’s group; Noah for Coach Chris’s group; Lucas and Levi for

Coach Alan’s group; and Julian for Coach Kameliia’s group.

After chess lessons the coaches and campers went back outside
for sports group by ages, followed by a bigger game of

dodgeball.



The winners for best-in-sports-groups were: Maya for 2008 and
older; Priya for 2010; Ethan for 2012; Ben for 2013-2014; and

Kian for 2015-2016.

The winners for dodgeball
were Ethan and Rajanya.
In addition to our camper
dodgeball matches, we had
several epic camper v.
coach dodgeball games as
well. Although some coaches
still dispute the result from
the last game, the eventual
score was 3-3 for campers
v. coaches. We will have to
settle this tie-breaker next
week!



The most helpful award goes to
Kian, who did a great job

transporting the big back of balls
back and forth to the park. Thank

you, Kian!

After sports came lunch,
and the healthy Thursday
lunch prize was awarded to
Rayan. Great healthy
choices!

Our daily tournament round
followed lunch, and coaches
were generally quite pleased

with the quality of play.
However, many campers still

need to SLOW DOWN! The
tournament winners were:

Kiren for section 1; Sujia for
section 2; Coen for section 3;
Kian for section 4; Noah for

section 5; and Ethan for
section 6. Great job to all the
winners and to everyone who

competed hard!



For our afternoon activities that
follow the tournament we offered
Art, math, music, problem
solving and more. The prizes for art
were awarded to Evelyn and Stella.
The prizes for math were awarded to
Peter and Maya.

Music was a lot of fun, and the
younger group of Evelyn,

Lucas and Levi learned the
song “My Favorite Things” from

the Sound of Music, as well as
a fun original piece by Lara

called “Don’t Forget that Life
Rocks!” What a great

performance at the end of the
week! The older group did

song lyric interpretation, with 3
Little Birds by Bob Marley and

Don’t Worry Be Happy by
Bobby McFarrin.



Our best effort prize was awarded to Gillian, for stepping up and
doing a great job in a tough older section, and even leading the

tournament for a while! Great job, Gillian!

We also of course want to give a
special shoutout to the birthday boy

Pavel!

Great job everyone – we will see you soon!


